
DERIS, RELEASE AGENT AND RETARDANT
IN LIQUID SHAPE.

Descripción
Release agent in liquid shape for mortars, green colour, with that
are obtained special finishes effects by a subsequen cleaning.
Flammable product.

Aplication
DERIS is used on pieces which are obtained by molding and want to be textured because its retardant effect
the release agent avoids the setting of the concrete or mortar in contact with it what allows the releasing of
the piece in order to obtain the desired texture.

Surface preparation
The mold must be freeo of dust, greases and encrustations, completely cleaned from wastes of cement and
dry.

Modes of application
DERIS is a product made with diferent colours to make easier the application.By this way is easy to make sure
if any part of the mould has not product on it in order to check if all the surface is covered.
-The application must be done by a brush or paint brush to cover all the surface with an uniform colour.

https://tienda.teais.es
https://tienda.teais.es/index.php?id_product=3221&controller=product&id_lang=1


Before pouring the mortar into the mold is suitable to wait approximately 30-60 minutes in order to let the
surface dry.
 Once the setting of the mortar is finished the mould must be removed and the surface must be cleaned with
water by a brush until obtain the boulder effect desired.

Clean up
With DISOLUAIS N solvent.

Data sheet
Colour/s Cream colour, DERIS B: Pink, DERIS C: Green.

Density1,60  Kg/Lt.± 0,05 at 20ºC.

Viscosity17500 mPa.s ± 7500 at 20ºC.

Performance
From 5 to 6 sqm per L

Storage
1 year in their original packages, tightly closed and in a dry and cool place.

Security

Indications of danger:
H226: Flammable liquid and vapour.

H332: Harmful if inhaled.

H412: Harmful to aquatic life with long lasting effects.



Prudence advice:
P210: Keep away from heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces. ? No smoking.

P271: Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated area.

P280: Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection.

P303+P361+P353: IF ON SKIN (or hair): Remove/Take off immediately all contaminated clothing. Rinse skin
with water/shower.

P304+P340: IF INHALED: Remove victim to fresh air and keep at rest in a position comfortable for breathing.

P370+P378: In case of fire: Use ? for extinction.

P403+P235: Store in a well-ventilated place. Keep cool.

P501: Dispose of contents/container in accordance with local/regional/national/international regulation


